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Address TransluSense 
52 McGhee Road 
83864 Sandpoint

Country USA

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Technology 

The core of the Luminae™ Keyboard+ and Touchpad+ is the advanced technology used to sense your finger touch on the sleek, glass surface. This
translates motion into input using Frustrated Total Internal Reflection (FTIR) technology. This is achieved through a combination of:

Glass Surface: Refracts light and allows for a clean keyless surface.
Infrared LEDs: IR light within Luminae´s surface reads your touch & translates into input.
Cameras: Cameras in base capture your Type & Swipe™ finger motions as input.
Bluetooth interface: Luminae communicates wirelessly to control nearby electronic devices.
Custom ´Skins´: Use supplied or create custom layouts to apply to your Luminae device.
Rechargable Battery: Custom lithium-ion battery allows for long-term usage between charges.

Cantilevered Glass Surface 

Because there are no keys, there is nowhere for dirt to hide in your Luminae Keyboard+ and Touchpad+. By eliminating keys which eventually fail,
fade and act as magnets for lint, dirt and dead skin, Luminae is vastly superior to all other keyboards. There are no moving parts to break, the
seamless surface can be easily wiped clean and if your custom keyboard film becomes faded or soiled over time - you simply update it with a new
layout custom designed for you.
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